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Abstract
The revival of deep models has profoundly improved the 
accuracy of image classification models and provided a 
large improvement potential in related computer vision 
tasks. Recently, much attention has been directed to­
wards dense prediction models which produce distinct 
 output in each image pixel. This paper addresses two 
particular instances of dense prediction: object loca­
lization and semantic segmentation. We briefly review 
the underlying operation principles, present some of 
our experimental results and discuss ways to analyze the 
success of learning and the utility of the resulting mod­
els.
1. Introduction
Recent revival of deep learning has enabled construction 
of multi-stage computer vision algorithms in which all 
stages can be trained end-to-end. Most success has been 
achieved with convolutional models [14] which ensure 
translational invariance as an essential property of vi-
sion. The resulting development has led to artificial vi-
sion systems which outperform humans in large-scale 
image classification [23]. This progress has been stead-
ily followed by advances in other vision tasks. Thus, it 
has been noticed that semantic segmentation can be car-
ried out by applying the same ImageNet pre-trained clas-
sification model in each pixel (cf. Fig.1). The implied 
computational complexity has been reduced by applying 
the model layerwise (as opposed to patchwise), in a con-
volutional manner [24].
However, it turns out that straight-forward convolution-
al application of a classification model results in a sig-
nificant reduction of the output resolution. Consequent-
ly, a smooth transition from classification to dense 
pre diction is hampered by strict memory limitations of 
contemporary GPUs as we shall show in the following 
sections.
2. Semantic segmentation
Semantic segmentation is a computer vision task in 
which we classify each image pixel into the correspond-
ing high-level class. The ground-truth class labels are 
determined by the kind of the object or surface which 
gets projected onto the corresponding pixel. Due to be-
ing complementary to object localization, semantic seg-
mentation represents an important step towards advanced 
future techniques for natural image understanding. Some 
attractive application fields include autonomous control, 
intelligent transportation systems and automated analy-
sis of photographs and video.
2.1. Architectural considerations
When designing an architecture for semantic segmenta-
tion we usually start with a network created for image 
classification. This allows to pretrain the model on the 
ImageNet dataset, which typically leeds to best results. 
In image classification task, the model output is a vector 
representing the distribution over classes for the whole 
image. In order to repurpose any classification architec-
ture for segmentation, we need to remove the global 
pooling at the end and replace all fully connected layers 
with convolutions. However, due to intermediate pool-
ing layers, we still get a 32x subsampled prediction. 
There are two ways to restore the lost resolution and get 
predictions at the pixel level. One way is to use interme-
diate feature maps before pooling layers in each block 
Fig. 1. A convolutional model is usually pre-trained on the Ima-
geNet dataset which comprises 106 images and 103 classes (top). 
The model can be easily adapted to a simpler task by fine-tuning 
on the target dataset (middle). The simplest approach to achieve 
dense prediction would be to slide the model over all image po-
sitions (bottom). In practice we optimize this idea by applying the 
model layerwise in a fully convolutional fashion [24].
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to recover lost information and refine boundaries in 
downsampled representation [26]. The other way is to 
remove pooling layers and introduce dilated convolu-
tions [3] that will preserve the same size of the receptive 
field. The main downside of the dilated convolution ap-
proach is its inefficiency due to large resolution of the 
deep layers with many feature maps. Another downside 
is that we are forcing the model to propagate even very 
small objects through all layers of the network, which 
leads to potentially losing some model capacity. The up-
side is its simplicity because it is the easiest way to con-
vert the network from classification to segmentation 
task. However, we can avoid the problems with dilated 
convolution and still achieve high prediction density by 
using ladder-style blending [26] which leverages inter-
mediate feature maps to restore the lost details. We have 
successfully used this technique to successfully convert 
the 32x subsampled representation to the 4x subsampled 
output [13]. Our upsampling subnet is very efficient and 
introduces only a negligible increase in running time. 
This is achieved by blending two feature tensors from 
different subsampling levels with a single 3x3 convolu-
tion. It turns out that the pretrained classification net-
work can very well adapt to this simple blending tech-
nique during fine-tuning.
2.2 Experiments on the Cityscapes dataset
We evaluated our models on the Cityscapes dataset [5] 
which consists of 5000 images with fine annotations and 
20000 images with coarse annotations. In our experi-
ments we used only the fine annotations. The dataset is 
labeled with 19 classes. The resolution of the images is 
1024x2048 (cf. Fig. 2).
The quality of semantic segmentation models is usually 
evaluated with intersection over union (IoU). For each 
class we consider pixels corresponding to the predictions 
and the ground-truth annotation. The IoU metric is then 
defined as the ratio between intersection and union of 
those two areas. Finally, we take the mean IoU across 
all classes or mIoU for short [8]. Table 1. shows our 
results on Cityscapes validation subset with models 
based on the DenseNet-121 architecture [10] pretrained 
on ImageNet. DenseNet 32x is the baseline model where 
a 32x subsampled prediction is produced right after the 
last DenseNet block. LadderDenseNet 4x uses lad-
der-style feature blending [13]. In Dilated 8x DenseNet 
4x we used dilated convolutions in the last two blocks 
to obtain 8x subsampled prediction followed by one lev-
el of ladder-style feature upsampling to produce 4x sub-
sampled output. Note that we couldn’t use dilated con-
volutions to directly obtain 4x prediction due to 
memory limitations. LadderDenseNet 4x outperforms 
Dilated 8x DenseNet 4x despite requiring less memory 
and leading to faster execution. The large improvement 
between DenseNet 32x and LadderDenseNet 4x reveals 
the importance of prediction density. We came to similar 
conclusions in experiments on PASCAL VOC 2012 and 
CamVid datasets
3. Object localization
The purpose of object localization is to find objects of 
various classes in the input image and describe them 
with bounding boxes and class labels. This task is chal-
lenging as objects may vary in size, shape, pose, occlu-
sion etc. Existing approaches fall into two groups. Two-
stage approaches first perform class-agnostic  localization 
of object candidates. In the second stage, the candidates 
are classified one at a time. On the  other hand, single 
stage approaches produce dense predictions of bounding 
boxes and class labels in the compound processing step. 
Two stage approaches still achieve better accuracy, how-
ever we prefer single stage approaches due to simpler 
design and better execution speed.
3.1. Single shot detector
Single Shot Detector (SSD) [16] is the first one-stage 
approach to achieve accuracy comparable to two-stage 
approaches. It enables real time execution on 512x512 
images. SSD handles the problem of varying object size 
by making predictions at suitable layers of a deep image 
representation. The features are extracted by a convolu-
tional model consisting of the first 5 convolutional 
blocks from the VGG architecture [25] and 4 additional 
convolutional blocks. Each block subsamples the reso-
lution of the previous block by the factor of 2. The last 
6 levels of representation are connected to multibox 
 heads which perform dense prediction of object classes 
and bounding box positions. Bounding box predictions 
Fig. 2. Original image from Cityscapes test (top) and the dense 
predictions (bottom) of our semantic segmentation model (purple: 
road, dark blue: bus, person: red, etc). Note that a commercial 
sticker on the bus has been erroneously segmented as class person. 
Although depicting persons, that particular region should be se-
gmented as class bus to which it semantically belongs.
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are performed for multiple aspect ratios: {0.3, 0.5, 1, 
2, 3}.
3.2. Experiments on MOT 2015 dataset
We evaluated the SSD approach on MOT 2015 dataset 
[15]. We split each training sequence into train and val-
idation subsets such that the last 20% of images in each 
video are moved to the validation subset. This produces 
4334 training images and 1087 validation images (we 
omit images that do not have any ground truth detec-
tions). The training procedure was the same as for 
SSD300 [16]. We experimented by adding a prediction 
with a taller aspect ratio (due to the fact that pedestrians 
are usually in a standing pose) but that did not result in 
any significant improvement. We display the results in 
Table 1. We notice a large improvement when training 
SSD on MOT 2015 train rather than training on 20 object 
classes from PASCAL VOC 2007 + 2012. Note that the 
competing algorithms were not tuned on MOT2015: the 
presented improvement is due to opportunity to better fit 
our model to the data. This emphasizes the importance 
of learning on training data whose distribution matches 
the distribution of the test data.
Sample detections are shown in Figure 3. SSD achieves 
very good accuracy on large to medium sized object 
while occasionally having trouble with small or distant 
objects. The method also has troubles with predicting 
false positives as well as classifying an object to a wrong 
but similar class (eg. mistaking a sheep for a cow). Our 
current experiments show that such problems can be sig-
nificantly diminished with improved models. However, 
this research is still incomplete and so we will have to 
present it elsewhere.
4. Analysis of the learned models
Deep models achieve state-of-the-art performance in 
many computer vision tasks. However our understand-
ing on how and why those models work remains limited. 
Answering these questions would not only help us im-
prove on existing models (e.g. by understanding why 
deep models make mistakes), but also could play an im-
portant role in real-world application of deep models 
(e.g. anticipate legal implications of using deep models 
in practice).
4.1 Feature visualization
One way to answer how deep models work in a human 
friendly way is by using qualitative representations of 
different layers in a network. A simple example of qual-
itative analysis is visualization of filters in the first layer 
of convolutional networks. This approach is however not 
useful for units in deeper layers. A simple solution intro-
duced in [erhan09icmlw] is to look for input patterns that 
maximize the activation of a hidden unit rather than vis-
ualizing unit content directly. Defined this way, a feature 
h can be visualized by locating an image patch x* which 
maximizes its value given the model parameters f:
 x* = argmax f. (1)
However, this definition opens up a new set of challeng-
es [olah17distill]. For example, how to choose a hidden 
unit? Is it more useful to do visualize a single neuron, a 
single feature map, or the whole layer? Is there more 
than one pattern that could represent what makes a unit 
fire (e.g. should a neuron responsible for detecting birds 
fire for both penguins and hummingbirds)? Furthermore, 
optimizing just to make units fire does not necessarily 
lead to interpretable visualizations. This method can also 
be used to generate examples that the network classifies 
into one of the possible classes with a high level of con-
fidence, without the input necessarily making visual 
sense to a human.
We can solve the problem of finding input patterns that 
maximize the activation of the hidden unit using gradient 
descent. We usually start from a randomly sampled im-
age, calculate gradient of the output of the hidden unit 
of interest with respect to the input, and finally apply the 
gradient to the input. However, basic gradient descent 
usually gives us uninterpretable images. This problem 
can be solved by expanding the original problem with a 
suitable regularizer. Results can be further improved by 
slightly perturbing the input between optimizations steps 
to make the final visualization more robust to image 
transformations. The most common perturbations are 
blurring, jittering, scaling and rotating the input before 
calculating the gradient. Fig. 4 shows different types of 
visualization for a DenseNet architecture fine-tuned for 
classification on VOC 2007.
Fig. 3. Pedestrian detections on MOT 2015 val obtained by an 
SSD model trained on MOT 2015 train. Note that only the smallest 
three pedestrians have been missed.
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Table 1. Semantic segmentation experiments on Cityscapes val. 
Sx denotes S times subsampled predictions which are 
subsequently upsampled with bilinear interpolation. All 
training and evaluation images in this experiment were 
resized to 1024×448, while the batch size was set to 4.
Model mIoU (%)
DenseNet 32x 62.52
Dilated 8x DenseNet 4x 71.56
LadderDenseNet 4x 72.82
Table 2. Object localization experiments on MOT 2015 val.
Model Average Precision
SSD, ImageNet + Pascal0712 
[liu16eccv] 57.06%
Agg. channel features, INRIA 
[dollar14pami] 60.2%
SSD, ImageNet + MOT 
2015(ours) 75.5%
4.2 Adversarial examples
Adversarial examples arise when a given image is pur-
posively modified in a way to disrupt the correct predic-
tion by the target model [2, 1]. If the model is not trained 
in a defensive manner, imperceptible perturbations can 
be crafted which cause the model to change its prediction 
away from the correct class y, while still reporting a high 
level of confidence. Suppose the model f provides a cor-
rect prediction in image xi: f(xi) = yi. Then, we can re-
cover the adversarial perturbation r by optimizing the 
following problem:
 min || || . . ( ) ,r s t f yi i2 x r+ ≠  x ri
m+ ∈[ , ] .0 1
This problem can be solved by propagating the adver-
sarial gradients to the input image xi and subsequently 
optimizing xi with gradient descent. Adversarial images 
can be crafted for dense prediction models as well, as 
shown in Figure 5.
Following the discovery of adversarial examples, a num-
ber of exploits have been devised in literature, which, in 
theory, could seriously compromise practical computer 
vision applications. For instance, an attacker could wreak 
havoc in autonomous traffic by decorating stop signs 
with adversarial stickers [9]. However, a later study has 
shown that such threat could not be reproduced in more 
realistic localization experiments [17] where the traffic 
sign is observed from a variety of viewing directions. 
This is an important empirical finding since adversarial 
examples are not endemic to deep learning [22, 19]. In 
fact, virtually all existing vision systems based on learn-
ing (either shallow or deep) are vulnerable to adversari-
al attacks. Many of these systems will have to be upgrad-
ed in order to avoid successful exploits which are likely 
to arise in near future. Several recent papers offer inter-
esting solutions to this problem [hinton15arxiv, cis-
se17icml]. Some of them are able to learn on unannotat-
ed input images which implies they could be used to 
support semi-supervised learning [20]. A recent defen-
sive approach achieved almost complete resistance on 
CIFAR and MNIST datasets [18].
The study of adversarial examples is important even if 
we disregard the importance of preventing exploits. We 
know that existing deep models are prone to overfitting 
due to extremely high capacity [28]. Adversarial exam-
ples might lead us towards new regularization techniques 
that will improve the representation quality and further 
enhance the accuracy of the predictions.
5. Conclusion
We have reviewed deep convolutional models for se-
mantic segmentation and object localization in natural 
scenes and presented some of our own contributions in 
the field. Our experiments [13] were first to confirm the 
utility of the recently proposed DenseNet architecture 
[10] for dense prediction in large images. Our model is 
able to restore the resolution of the dense prediction by 
blending higher level features at lower spatial resolution 
with their lower-level higher-resolution counterparts 
[26]. Such ladder-style blending achieves high spatial 
accuracy with a very lean upsampling path which signif-
icantly relaxes memory requirements and enables re-
al-time processing of large natural images. We are cur-
rently able to process 2 Megapixel images (2048×1024) 
at 13 Hz on a single Titan X GPU with a model that 
a)      b)      c)      d)
Fig. 4. Different visualizations for DenseNet 121 fine-tuned on 
Pascal VOC 2007: filter #20 of the first convolution layer (a), 
input pattern that maximizes its activation (b), input patterns that 
maximize the class ‘bicycle’ (c,d). No regularization was used for 
generating (c), while for (d) we used jittering, scaling, rotating 
and blurring.
Fig. 5. Original image from Pascal VOC 2007 train (a) and the 
predictions (b) of our semantic segmentation model (green: cat, 
purple: background). Adversarial image (c) and the predictions 
(d) of the same model (red: dog, blue: sofa).
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achieves 75% mIoU on the Cityscapes test subset. Our 
current best result on Cityscapes test is 78.4% mIoU 
with a multi-resolution forward pass. These figures will 
improve when we complete our current experiments on 
the combined training dataset (fine and coarse images).
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